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Just three years ago, a group of six fashionable young ladies decided to join forces and establish an
organization that would become a source of help and inspiration for women and children in need. With a
uniquely feminine sensitivity and a desire to make a difference, they vowed to raise awareness (and funds) to
create positive change within the San Diego community by supporting local nonprofit organizations
promoting healing and education for underprivileged, critically ill, neglected and abused women and
children. With an eye to their favorite footwear, the founders — Nahieli Caldwell, Sandy Callan, Kat
Cowling, Angela Davies, Kim Hansen and Shenell Malloy — named their group Heels2Heal.

Now grown to 11 carefully selected members, the ladies of H2H are philanthropic, sophisticated fashion
enthusiasts — sharp professionals who enjoy giving back to their community while also supporting local
businesses. Most are married with children, yet they find time to make life better for others. They work
tirelessly throughout the year to host annual fashion show galas for the causes they champion.

Their first two events raised about $75,000 for the Angels Foster Care Network. For 2012, their focus
changed. The newborn daughter of one H2H founder faced a health crisis just five days after birth.
Circumstances allowed the parents to be by their baby’s side from sunup to sundown — something important
to every family — and the crisis eventually was averted (their baby is now healthy).

But not every family has access to the same resources and support. The experience made the couple — and,
by extension, the entire H2H group — aware of Miracle Babies, an organization also founded in 2009. Led
by perinatologist Dr. Sean Daneshmand, Miracle Babies recognizes that over 500,000 babies are born
prematurely every year — the leading cause of infant mortality in the United States.

Miracle Babies helps overwhelmed parents grapple with the terrible uncertainties of having their newborn in
the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, and with the accompanying unexpected financial difficulties. It helps
qualified families meet their basic expenses and avert financial disaster.

Heels2Heal’s benefit for Miracle Babies was held last weekend at the famed La Jolla Farms “Atoll House” of
Ramin Pourteymour, a very generous young man known for his support of numerous cultural and charitable
organizations. The unique, modernistic property is well-suited for entertaining on a grand scale.

Arriving guests (numbering about 300) enjoyed Latin musicians, open bars and great food from such
purveyors as Giuseppe, Poseidon, Whisknladle, Café Bella Italia, Convival Catering, Ciao Bella, Fat Fish,
Puesto Mexican Street Food (best tacos — ever!) and others. A program featuring Dr. Daneshmand and a
woman whose family was profoundly helped by Miracle Babies’ services helped elicit substantial pledges of
financial support.

Topping off the evening was a fashion show, held poolside and partially lit by three large crystal chandeliers.



It featured the work of up-and-coming young designer Christian Siriano.
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